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Abstract
Today, with the emergence of Synthetic Biology, living systems are increasingly conceived
as design products that can circulate outside laboratories, factories, or distant farm lands.
From medical applications to fashion, product, graphic design, and architecture, biological
designs claim the potential to shape the social norms and influence the aesthetic, economic,
ethical, and moral values of everyday.
Synthetic biological design shares tools, techniques, and paradigms with most modern
design disciplines. Designers compose biological forms and functions running modeling
and simulation software; order standardized biological parts from online libraries and
databases; ask companies to synthesize gene products to prototype their designs; and build
complex artifacts, applications and services that interface with human wants, needs, fears,
and desires on a daily basis.
The interaction with other design disciplines not only fuels biological design’s creative
potential, but also introduces new limits. The object-, part-, and component-centric design
methods inherited from analytical design and engineering are currently the prevailing
paradigms that define the way we can imagine, represent, design, and fabricate living
artifacts.
In this paper, I argue that there is an increasing need to diversify the approaches to
modern biological design. I present a series of abstractions that define the units of
biological design and become the basis of new biological products and applications. These
representational paradigms not only inform the design process, but, more importantly,
determine the perception of the synthetic living and its use and function within the broader
values of the society. My overall goal is to discuss the current research within biochemical
design space and point out the emerging undercurrents that can lead design research into
more discursive directions.
Keywords: synthetic biology, unitary design, abstraction, functionalism
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Biologically Designable
In recent years, design made a swift return to life sciences. Day after day, we hear about
new products, materials, and architecture that make use of living matter in unprecedented
ways: Genetically-crafted mosquitoes fight against their own species to prevent Malaria;
synthetic bacteria, when not producing biofuel, are put to work to synthesize low-cost
cosmetics; bricks made of synthetic fungi lay the walls of post-bio-mimicry architecture;
mailing lists of do-it-yourself biology groups publish instructions to design bacteria for
glowing plants, fish, or yoghurt.
Modern biological design—which I refer to here as the past ten years of the field—
increasingly claims attention with new products and applications because the design
process with living organisms is becoming quite similar to today’s product design,
interaction design, and architecture. Designers compose biological forms and functions
running modeling and simulation software; order standardized biological parts from online
libraries and databases; ask companies to synthesize gene products to prototype their
designs; and build complex artifacts, applications, and services that interface with human
wants, needs, and desires on a daily basis.
Today, we also witness the emergence of new types of biological designers—creative
practitioners and researchers—who not only negotiate a position in fields that are
traditionally shaped by the authority of scientists and engineers, but also have different
means to work with living organisms to design new kinds of cultural artifacts. From
speculative design evangelists to bio artists, critical designers, and mere pragmatists, a
multitude of creative voices employ biological design methods, tools, and techniques yet
diverge in their research outcomes according to different social, cultural, and economic
interests [Figure 1]. Thus from fashion to product design, graphic design and architecture,
synthetic biological artifacts increasingly claim the potential to shape social norms and
alter the aesthetic, economic, ethical, and moral values of every day (Antonelli 2011).

Figure 1. Engineered E. coli colors human manure
based on the health of the gut flora.
Source: E.Chromi Project Team. (2009)

As what is biologically “designable” is becoming increasingly challenged and extended
beyond the values of science and engineering, it is becoming important to reflect on the
interaction among different design fields that shape both the methods and outcomes of
biological design research.
With the confluence of tools and methods, naturally comes the transfer of models,
metaphors, mannerisms, and styles of thinking among disciplines. In this paper, my
objective is to trace a series of concepts to reflect on the current status of modern
biological design. I will first present the current objects, tools, and representation methods
used in biological design, and secondly, discuss the ways they shape our perception and
use of the biological artifacts that come out of the design process. I will center my
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discussion on the kinds of spaces of representation—models, visualizations, and
software—where these design objects are conceived and eventually prepared for
synthesis and fabrication. In parallel, I will review alternative currents within the field that
would allow biological designers to pursue a broader design language in their practice
and avoid the potential limits that are suggested by certain design paradigms.

Design Logic
Biological Design
The roots of biological design can be traced back to thousands of years. Since the
earliest days of human civilization, outcomes of natural processes and biological products
have been manipulated and customized for different purposes: Crops are domesticated
for different agricultural needs; animals are crossbred to yield more productive races;
yeast, fungi, and bacteria are evolved in laboratories to become the staples of the food
and medical industries. While the idea of biological design has always been prevalent
throughout the history, its scope and ability to diverge from what has evolved through
nature has been limited to the knowledge of what is biologically conceivable at a given
time.
It can be argued that, in the beginning, biological design was mainly limited to seeding,
grafting, and breeding—ways of selecting, mixing, controlling, and changing the
hereditary information in living organisms such that their offspring can have the desired
abilities. As the study of the living revealed more details about evolutionary processes,
the information and material embodiment necessary to manipulate the behavior of living
organisms have significantly evolved. Today, it is possible to design not only genetically
modified organisms that meet the taste, look, and feel of human needs [Figure 2], but
also tinker with new biologies and design synthetic artifacts that can exhibit life-like
behaviors that cannot be evolved through nature (Rasmussen 2009).

Figure 2. Transgenic Flavr Savr© tomatoes (Luisi & Chiarabelli 2011: 76)
Source: Wikipedia (2011)

The discovery of genes, chromosomes, and ultimately, the DNA, marks important
milestones in biological design as each introduced new ways exchange hereditary
information among species. By assembling gene sequences from different organisms,
transgenic design offered a new view of biology as it allowed organisms to be composed
as set of features or biological characteristics. Unlike previous methods, this provided an
entirely new level of experimentation because now organisms could be put together as
ahistorical, interspecies molecular assemblages not bound to the lineage of evolution
pursued by a particular life form.
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Synthetic Biological Design
Modern biological design has advanced over transgenic design. Today, Synthetic Biology
is emerging as an interdisciplinary design field that combines a myriad of paradigms from
chemistry, sciences, and engineering to conceive new life forms and living systems
by employing a new logic to synthesize the living. The field aspires to build biological
systems like computational hardware in which networks of components can work with
each other in a predictable manner to deliver complex tasks (Endy 2005). It models
chemical processes among organisms to compose complex interactions; utilizes rational
design principles to standardize biological parts to be able to design scaleable biological
circuits (Uri, 2007); and programs new functions, features, and behaviors for existing
organisms that cannot evolve through the evolutionary mechanisms of nature.
Synthetic Biology is rooted in engineering. Its objectives are based on the regulation and
control of living systems to be able to generate new ones. The field is one of the first in
applying design methods that are not driven directly from nature but rather inherited from
control theory, information theory, electronics, and computation. Synthetic Biology shifts
its frame of reference away from the driving force of evolution—natural selection—and
intends to conceive organisms with features that are targeted for specific purposes.
K12, a laboratory strain of E. coli, for example, can be engineered to give out different
wavelengths of light when it is equipped with genes from different organisms such as
fireflies or glowing bacteria. However, unlike before, K12’s genome can be designed like
a computer circuit. The E. coli can be made to produce the genes that will allow it to emit
light only when it is necessary—say, after it senses the availability of a particular type of
pollutant in the environment. The organism, then, can be part of a larger decision-making
system—a bio sensor—where it can be used like an “AND” gate. If the output of two
different bio sensors matches, then the light output can trigger response in another
organism such that it can start breaking down the chemicals of the polluting matter. Thus,
the existing negative and positive feedback loops among single-cell organisms can be
manipulated differently to create an environmental remediation system that can
eventually run within alternative biological contexts such as animals and humans for
medical purposes.

Design Space
Biological Representation
The history of biology, like almost all other design fields, is full of moments in which shifts
in representation methods causes radical changes in the design process. As Rheinberger
traces during his accounts on the history of in vitro protein synthesis, radioactive tracing
and differential centrifugation are two key representation techniques that bridged
biochemistry and molecular biology, ultimately directing researchers towards the latter to
study the mechanics of proteins, which was equipped with better representation tools and
methods (1997). Similarly, the discovery of the structure of DNA and the functionality of
RNA all relied on different modeling, characterization, and visualization processes that
either simplified the understanding of complex phenomena or explained the dynamics
among multivariate factors which cannot be studied in simple cause-affect reasoning.
Here, for example, diagramming techniques used to map the metabolic pathways within
cells were influential in refuting the one-gene-one-enzyme hypothesis that ultimately
showed that protein synthesis is a much more complex process, one that involves
multiple genes and chemical reactions among different organelles within the cell.
The scientific method is inherently concerned with capturing relations through
abstractions—such as diagrams or formulas. Thus, like the protein synthesis example,
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inventing new spaces for representation and abstraction is also key for composing,
structuring, and designing biological systems that differ from what is already observed in
nature.

Abstraction and Units of Design
At the heart of synthetic biological design lies an inherent desire for abstraction and
functionalism. The study of the most essential units of living systems—from the molecular
composition of cells to the transportation of the information of hereditary characteristics—
informs the units of design that can be used to build or rebuild the living (Jacob 1974).
For example, while in transgenic design the goal is to abstract the units of the living—
genes—from their current organisms to be able to mobilize them in new biological
contexts, Synthetic Biology intends to build new units—bricks—that can encapsulate both
nature-born or human-made biological functions into standardized components that can
then be used to compose complex biological systems.
Design paradigms from computer science and engineering immediately find parallels in
modern biological design. Biological products are designed as abstract chemical or fluidic
automata; biological functions are grouped in modules and assembled like electronic
circuits or networks of signaling pathways; and the kinetics of living systems are modeled
with differential equations and controlled by numerical methods (Purnick and Weiss
2009).
Synthetic Biology intends to build the biological equivalent of electronic parts—such as
transistors, oscillators, logic gates, and chips that can be assembled together to build
complex biological machinery, as noted in Mead and Conway’s oft-cited book,
“Introduction to VLSI Design.” Published in 1979, the book is a cornerstone in electrical
engineering that bridged the gap between the design and fabrication of very large
integrated hardware systems (1979). The premise of VLSI design is quite simple: it allows
system designers to compose circuits without knowing the inner-workings of the
components or their fabrication methods. The design method is based on the ability to
“black box” the function of unknown parts, as each part is expected to operate like a
module within predictable margin of error.
Synthetic Biology embraces the VLSI logic to abstract the biological design process from
unitary and modular design to computation-driven synthesis techniques. The level of
abstraction follows the same logic: sequences of DNA molecules are ‘packed’ as discrete
parts; parts with different functions can then be combined with each other to build
devices; and devices are eventually ordered based on computational logic for the design
of biological circuitry.

Biological Functionalism
Both the analytic drive of Natural Sciences—breaking up the living into understandable
components—and the synthetic drive inherited from Synthetic Chemistry or
Engineering—building up new design from standardized parts—are inherently tied to the
desire to ascribe function to various units. Analytical functionalism is highly debated in
Biology, as assigning retrospective functions to systems that have not evolved in such
manner can be highly misleading and often attributed to a mechanistic view of life (Krohs
& Kroes 2009). On the other hand, synthesizing or building with components is the
primary means of practice in design and engineering. Since the industrial revolution, from
cars, to buildings, computers, and airplanes, almost all complex systems are conceived
and manufactured with this mindset.
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Today, different degrees and kinds of component- or unit- based functionalism are at the
core of almost all modern design disciplines that use combinatorial, object-oriented
design methods. As biological design is increasingly adopting rational design and
engineering methods, it is important to assess this influence on design objects. While
biological designers use similar design, synthesis, and fabrication methods with
engineering, biological artifacts are inherently different. Living matter inherently is not a
single medium that can be fully characterized and translated to existing design practices.
It still works with its own logic: Organisms grow, change, adapt, evolve, and mutate. They
have their own means and ways to exchange information with each other. Biological
systems cannot be fully controlled and predicted like machinery; at most, they can be
regulated to execute the desired functions. Synthetic biological designers can choose
parts and processes from databases and compose functions, circuits and decisionmaking systems using standardized laboratory protocols, but there is high degree of
variation in the outcomes. Biological components function both in the time and space
domain and often have a finite lifespan. They are often not reusable; they may alter
behavior while executing their functions and eventually finish such that they cannot be
utilized again. They also often perform within host organisms that can be any organism
from single-cell bacteria to humans, which would impose their own logic and means of
existence.
In the next section, I will briefly trace the role of component-centric, unitary design and
the functionalism that emerges out of this thinking in relation to the new objects of
modern biological design. In the coming section, I will present the impact of this thinking
and discuss how the design methods themselves not only shape the functions of today’s
biological artifacts but also our expectations of them.

Objects of Design
The Gene
Regardless of whether it is discovered or synthesized, the idea of unitary design starts at
the molecular level. Thus, it is important to trace biological design starting from the
chemical roots of biology.
Every living organism encodes its hereditary information in its genome and passes it to its
offspring. Genomes are large molecules—popularly known as DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid) or RNA (ribonucleic acid)—that are made of sequences of nucleic acids which can
be stranded in single or double chains (Pearson, 2006).

Figure 3. Illustration of genes on nucleic acid molecule
Source: Wikipedia (2012)

Genes are regions located on genomes. They refer to areas with different functional
attributes—regulatory regions, encoding regions, etc.—where information is considered
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to be encapsulated within molecular sequences. In other words, genes are the units that
are responsible for providing the instructions for the synthesis of particular biochemical
products such as proteins, or sequences of RNA that are used during the lifetime of the
organism. By activating or silencing genes, organisms can differentiate their cells and
gain different structures and functions that are necessary for adapting to different
biological contexts.
Gene transfer not only gives birth to genetically-modified organisms but also provides
some of the most fundamental tools for today’s biological design. For example, genes
that let the jellyfish Aequorea victoria synthesize proteins for bioluminescence—green
fluorescent protein (GFP)—can be transferred orthogonally to almost all living organisms
from bacteria to mammals. As genomes that incorporate GFP genes become traceable
under light microscopy, these genes act like biomarkers that allow researchers to trace
the transfer of genetic materials from organism to organism and in different generations.

The Brick
BioBricks is a new unitary design and engineering paradigm that is transforming both the
physical manipulation and representation of biological design. Similar to genes, BioBricks
are molecular sequences that are based on specific structures and functionalities.
However, unlike genes which are standardized by identifying regions on genomes,
BioBricks are assembled, constructed, or synthesized sequences, which can encapsulate
functionalities in different levels of complexity. They are fragments of molecules that can
be organized as parts, devices, modules, or systems. The common analogy is to see
them as LEGO bricks, which are also made of standardized modules that can be
combined in numerous ways to be able to design complex objects.

Figure 4. Biobricks compare to LEGO blocks.
Source: Raymond Yip and Nelson Chu

BioBricks is an open-source project. It is organized as a registry of parts and a knowledge
repository that is published on a website (BioBricks.org). A physical archive of all bricks is
also hosted at a fridge at MIT. Biological designers can design with their bricks using
visual software and commercially order the physical sequences through gene synthesis
companies. Since 2004, the International Genetically Engineered Machinery (IGEM)
competition has fostered an international design community that invents new applications
using the bricks. As new functions are needed, new bricks are produced and contributed
to the registry with the proper documentations.
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One of the complementary technologies to the brick paradigm is oligonucluotide
synthesis. Today, different gene products can be synthesized using printers that can
chemically deposit molecular sequences similar to a printing process that uses
nucleobases—adenine, cytosine, thymine, and uracil—instead of inks. As the cost of
such synthesis goes down, designers increasingly prototype their biological design with
such hardware, advancing over cumbersome and slow transgenic design methods that
ultimately limit designs to small genome sizes.

Figure 5. Oligonucleotide Synthesis Machine
Source: Monarsh University (2011)

The Plasmid and Episome
Genes and BioBricks that are either synthesized or derived from natural organisms are
often transferred to a living body to be able to deliver their functions. Without a living host,
they are still non-living design objects. Plasmids and episomes are sgenetic elements—
types of DNA molecules—found in single-cell and multi-cell organisms, respectively. They
are used as the carriers of the genetic material to new biological contexts. Once
introduced to the living organism, they naturally become part of the host genomes and
thus rewrite the genetic information.

Figure 6. Gene Designer 2.0 Software Interface
Source: dna20.com (2011)

The tools that allow the design of plasmids inherently determine the key moments of the
biological design process. They play an important role in the visualization of functions and
inform the generation, assembly, organization, and production of new genetic products at
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the host body. Design of the plasmids and episomes extend the unitary design paradigms
and allow them to be carried as both representational and physical blueprints of genetic
information.

The Biological Context
Synthetic Cells and Compartments
The definitions of what is living, non-living, and alive are very slippery in today’s designed
biology. The biological context that can host genetic information can either be artificial
enclosures or living organisms.
Cellularity is considered one of the most fundamental requirements for biological activity.
Advances in abiotic design promise new ways to build cellular structures that can
encapsulate molecular constructs that can bear genetic information and use it part of a
metabolic activity. Protocells, chemical cells, and chemotons are different types of
synthetic compartments that host biological products (Rasmussen 2009) (Gánti, 2003).
While the design of synthetic cells was primarily intended to shed light on the origin of life
or the chemical evolution of biological life, working with life-like artifacts eventually
provided a number of advantages over working with living organisms. One of the
fundamental fears of Synthetic Biology is committing a “bio error”: letting a geneticallymodified organism out of the laboratory can cause an entire ecological catastrophe. As
chemical cells don’t have the means and capacity to interact with the natural world like a
natural organism, they are considered as safer designs. Their limited nature also makes
them a simple and predictable test bed for prototyping potentially complex biological
functions.
Being ultimately abstracted from nature-born organisms, this chemistry-oriented biology
promises new directions to design. Here, while molecular composition, logic of selforganization, growth, and adaptation is learned—molecule by molecule, cell by cell, unit
by unit—from living things, the ultimate products can be fully synthetic and do not
necessarily have to carry living material from living organisms. This type of biological
design has the ability to extend beyond our current understanding of biology or biomimicry and ultimately give birth to new kinds of biologies that operate with their own
logic, which may be only in reference to nature.

Chassis Organisms
Instead of building cells artificially from bottom-up, another direction in biological design
research investigates the top-down simplification of living organisms so that their
genomes can be synthesized in laboratory conditions—ideally without any living parts
from nature. For example, a number of strains in bacteria today are used as popular
‘model’ organisms in laboratories worldwide. Their genomes are reduced in size and
mapped out in great detail. For designers, these organisms are relatively simple
biological contexts—almost like chassis, where they can plug into new plasmids and
incorporate the synthetic parts into their genomes predictably. In 2008, researchers at J.
Craig Venter institute reduced the Mycoplasma genitalium genome into 582,970 basepairs. They partially fabricated different parts using DNA synthesis, assembled them
together using different single-cell organisms, and ultimately copied the finalized genome
into a living cell so that the synthetic genome can start living (Gibson et al 2008). The
newly-generated organism is patented by the Institute as Mycoplasma laboratorium and
popularly nicknamed as Synthia. This partially-synthetic organism marks an important
moment in unitary design, both for its advancement in the synthesis of genomic material
and for the way in which simplified chassis organisms now pave the way for hybrid—
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plug&play—artificial biological contexts that can be piecemealed with units of function
and behavior that can originate both from living and non-living origins.

Figure 7. Different representations of Mycoplasma laboratorium
Source: Gibson et al. (2008)

Packages, Enclosures, Biotopes
The term “biotope” is a German word that literally means “where life lives.” Synthetic
cells, model, chassis, or natural organisms all provide different contexts for biological
design. However, as these designs are intended to be part of everyday life, one important
design challenge is to find alternative places for this new biology to exist safely outside
the laboratory conditions. The fear of ecological catastrophes and the unforeseeable
impact of genetically-modified organisms in nature push designers to think about new
biotopes where biological products can still meet with their users without becoming
threats to existing habitats. In other words, synthetic organisms, protocells, biological
circuits—biology outside a living body—are faced with a packaging problem.
Here, new directions in microfluidic device research promise the design of new kinds of
biological Microsystems that can combine electrical, computational, and biological
functionalities within the same enclosure (Wagler et al 2003). Unlike petri dishes which
traditionally host cell cultures or single-cell organisms, microfluidic environments are
articulated spaces, which control the flow, movement, synthesis, and progression of
biological contexts over time and in space and become the basis of a new kind of
architecture for living matter. As the spatial configuration of microfluidic hardware can be
computationally regulated via pumps, valves, and other control devices, these systems
can be integrated into the logic of operation of the biology that inhabits that space.

Figure 8. Chemical microprocessor (ChµP)
Source: Wagler et al. (2003)

While the common use of microfluidic systems today is similar to embedded electronic
systems—such as field programmable gate arrays, which utilize combinatorial or
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sequential logic—there are also different research directions that investigate alternative
computational paradigms. While such systems inherently reinforce the representation
schemes of hardware and logic design and programming with biology, they open up new
directions for unitary design. Being compartmentalized, both through cellular and
computational means, these designs are locked within units. However, their logic of
operation can still be governed by the rules of fluid dynamics. They can follow alternative
representations and visual diagramming techniques for the construction of metabolic
pathways and use new design rules and grammars that can shape their synthesis,
growth, and differentiation of biologic products.

Modern Biological Products
Biological designers introduce new products or ideas for new applications every day. In
line with other advanced science and engineering projects, many projects explore simply
the novelty factor of the new technology or use it as a medium of expression.
Undergraduate students build systems that use yeast to take pictures, graphic designers
use bacteria to design new typefaces, glowing bonsais become the new kitsch products
of today’s design scene. Like all design artifacts, these designs not only reflect their
designers’ technical knowledge but also bear the taste and awareness of the aesthetic
norms of the times.
Biological design outside the laboratory follows a new set of values though; biological
functionalities are not only evaluated on success, failure, or performance criteria but also
respond to social engineering, marketing campaigns, manufactured fears, and consent.
Today, the field is geared towards finding new solutions for old problems. Synthetic
Biology is still funded primarily for developing alternative energy sources, better and
cheaper crops, or new drugs. Functions abstracted from living matter are often redefined
as bricks and assembled with familiar logics. While eventually there may be very
successful applications of these methods, it is also important to rethink functions not as
discrete units or components that lend themselves for combinatorial design but rather as
rules and behavior that can be identified on the fly in relation to different biological
contexts. Functionalism in biological design, which can grow, adapt, and change over
time can offer a broader perspective to our existing understanding of functionalism that is
inherited from analytical design and systems engineering, which is primarily interested in
making “living” versions of complex machinery (Deplazes and Huppenbauer, 2009).
While it may be argued that the social and cultural responses towards synthetic biology
are happening regardless of the design methods that give birth to these products, it is
important to note that unitary design methods promote specific ideologies, value systems,
and design logics that are shaping the expectations and uses of living products. The
application-driven, functionalist, standardized approach to synthetic biological design is
not only driven by sciences and engineering but also conceived within the process and
product aesthetic of modern architecture, product and graphic design. As Cogdell
demonstrates in her study of the relationship between streamline design and the
eugenics movement of 1930s, the design spirit of the times, the look and feel of the
products, and prevailing political agendas and ideologies are always in close dialogue
with each other (2010). The objects and methods of design not only reflect the advances
in technique and technology but also showcase preferences and biases that promote the
authority of certain representation schemes and design paradigms tied to specific
ideologies.
As Synthetic Biology claims a position as a modern design field with many social, cultural,
and financial responsibilities, it has to advance in multiple directions to shape a
contemporary design discourse. It has to foster discursive research directions—both with
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new motivations and methods. Chemical Synthetic Biology and abiotic design research,
for example, promise deviations from standardized synthetic biology. As they question
some of the foundations of unitary design principles—by rethinking the chemical
foundations of molecules or suggesting alternatives to combinatorial functionalism—they
not only diversify their own design methods but also show the possibility that they can
imagine alternative biologies that are not conceived in reference to or in conflict with a
particular perception of nature that is abstracted, represented, or broken down into units
to be controlled, repurposed, or exploited.
These fields promote new representational schemes. Microfluidic systems, for example,
compress the space between visual systems, physical hardware, and biologic behavior.
The biological context can be both visually informative and a tool for diagnosis. Diagnosis
for All, for example, uses biological agents encapsulated on the surface of a patterned
paper to detect chemicals in blood or urine. Primarily targeted for point-of-care diagnosis
in low-income countries, the design is also a good example of how biological design that
can be explored as mass product out of traditional laboratory settings (Sia, Samuel K. et
al., 2004).

Figure 9. Diagnosis For All Media Kit
Source: dfa.org (2012)

Conclusions
Biological design is emerging a modern design discipline, but it is still primarily conceived
in the shadow of other fields. While similar paradigms bridge disciplines, they not only
fuel each other’s creative potential but also impose their limits to represent, design,
synthesize, and fabricate new kinds of biological systems.
In this paper, I have presented a series of abstractions that define the design objects of
this emerging field. These abstractions make up the different units of design that allow
creative designers to propose new biological products, applications, and contexts that
can shape the perception of the living as well as the use and function within the broader
values of the society.
Here, I argued that the unitary design paradigm—which is also influencing most of
today’s product design, computer science, engineering, and architecture—is inevitably
shaping both the successes and failures of biological design. The advancement over this
logic will potentially offer new research directions and alternative design artifacts that can
create more discursive outcomes.
As we advance in our pursuit for new designs, we not only need new design paradigms
but new biologies that can go beyond the current models and metaphors that exist in
what is conventionally defined as nature, living, or organic. The units of a particular
representation of life—proteins, amino acids, or cells—may not ultimately capture the
same degree of freedom to design in another discipline. Science almost always revises
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the definition of these units in its capacity to provide explanations to natural phenomena
(Gánti 2007) (Rheinberger 2010).
In design, challenging the units of a representation often prove to be more important than
the designs themselves as the method of design can drive the products of design towards
quite predictable outcomes which can immediately turn into design styles (Stiny 2008,
Schumacher, 2010). Biological design not only provides a unique opportunity to rethink
the units of the living and expand on how they can be chemically or biologically
repurposed for different designs, but also introduces new logics of design that utilize rules
and grammars of synthesis, flow, diffusion, and organization that can extend beyond the
evolution-bound biological and component-based design paradigms.
In today’s engineering, product design, graphic design, architecture, and research, we
already witness a bottleneck of creative expression in the design of form and function
through unitary methods. As we approach a new frontier in design, where synthetic
artifacts will claim more everyday roles, it is becoming increasingly important to set more
discursive research agendas that can shape the perception, use, and design of these
new artifacts.
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